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Rural Settlement Subdivision by Using Landscape Metrics as Spatial Contextual Information
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Abstract: Multiple policy projects have changed land use and land cover (LULC) in China’s rural regions over the past years, resulting in two types of rural settlements: new-fashioned and old-fashioned. Precise extraction of and discrimination between these two settlement types are vital for sustainable land use development. It is difficult to identify these two types via remote sensing images due to their similarities in spectrum, texture, and geometry. This study attempts to discriminate different types of rural settlements by using a spatial contextual information extraction method based on Gaofen 2 (GF-2) images, which integrate hierarchical multi-scale segmentation and landscape analysis. A preliminary LULC map was derived by using only traditional spectral and geometrical features from a finer scale. Subsequently, a vertical connection was built between superobjects and subobjects, and landscape metrics were computed. The vertical connection was used for assigning landscape contextual information to subobjects. Finally, a classification phase was conducted, in which only multi-scale contextual information was adopted, to discriminate between new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements. Compared with previous studies on multi-scale contextual information, this paper employs landscape metrics to quantify contextual characteristics, rather than traditional spectral, textural, and topological relationship information, from superobjects. Our findings indicate that this approach effectively identified and discriminated two types of rural settlements, with accuracies over 80% for both producers and users. A comparison with a conventional top-down hierarchical classification scheme showed that this novel approach improved accuracy, precision, and recall. Our results confirm that multi-scale contextual information with landscape metrics provides valuable spatial information for classification, and indicates the practicability, applicability, and effectiveness of this synthesized approach in distinguishing different types of rural settlements.
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1. Introduction

Detailed and precise information on land use and land cover (LULC) in rural areas is essential to establish sustainable rural development and ecosystem management [1,2]. After years of China’s policies such as land exploitation, consolidation, rehabilitation, and the “new countryside”
policy, rural settlements have changed enormously in terms of their amount, location, composition, and configuration [3,4]. This has resulted in two distinct types of rural settlements: new-fashioned rural settlements and old-fashioned rural settlements.

Old-fashioned rural settlements are disorderly and contain poor rural housing conditions as a consequence of being built in previous decades. New-fashioned rural settlements are brand new standardized rural communities constructed in recent years [5–7]. These two settlement types are not only different in building age, but also different in architectural style (Figure 1). Their differences in architectural style are exhibited by three aspects: composition, morphology, and location. In old-fashioned rural settlements, settlement units usually consist of housing, affiliated facilities (livestock pens and barns), gardens, woodlands, etc. Morphologically, old-fashioned settlement buildings are clustered and have various orientations. There is no identical interval between old-fashioned settlement buildings, and old-fashioned settlements are usually located close to rivers and streams for transport and water supply. In contrast, the units of new-fashioned settlements usually encompass neatly arranged standardized buildings which are surrounded by less vegetation cover and these settlements are usually close to roads for easy transportation routes. Therefore, these two types of settlements have entirely different landscape characteristics [6].

Figure 1. Image examples both on the ground and satellite for new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements.

Inefficient planning of these disorderly, clustered, and even vacant old-fashioned rural settlements has created a serious waste of land resources [6,8]. On the other hand, the new-fashioned rural settlements are standardized communities with accurate architectural design and efficient land use management. These policy projects across China have brought about obvious land use changes, which impact the livelihood of rural residents [6]. Crucially, this phenomenon has created a need for detailed approaches in distinguishing between these two types of rural settlement to catch up with rapid social development. Poor management can lead to a tremendous waste of land resources, impacting
food security and causing the degradation of natural ecosystems [9]. In previous studies, the concept of lacunarity has been used to identify urban slums using high-resolution satellite imagery [10]. Kuffer developed a morphological unplanned settlement index to differentiate urban settlement patches in metropolitan areas [11].

Although the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) method and shape measures are widely accepted for classifying different LULC types [12,13], these conventional approaches only take spectral, textural, and shape information into consideration, and therefore encounter serious problems in discriminating heterogeneity between different settlement categories because they share similar properties. Hence, more spatial information is required in the classification process to differentiate old-fashioned and new-fashioned settlements. For instance, the integration of effective mesh size and local indicators of spatial association (LISA) texture images could significantly improve the classification only using spectral images [14]. The triangulated primitive neighborhood method (TPN) could generate more valuable information than the GLCM method [15].

Spatial and contextual properties extracted from both pixel-based and object-based image analysis make valuable contributions in improving classification accuracy [16,17]. Contextual information was first proposed based on the first law of geography [18]. Generally, when a pixel belongs to a certain class, the probability that its neighboring pixels belong to the same class increases [19]. Recently, advancing research is incorporating contextual information on relationships between the target object and its surrounding environment [20]. This relationship information, derived from pixels or objects in remote sensing imagery, is called spatial contextual information [21,22]. Spatial contextual information can be used in various data sets—including multispectral imagery [23], synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [24], and LiDAR data [25]—as well as for different extraction purposes, such as forest fire mapping [26], cloud detection [27], and building detection [28]. To minimize omission errors in mapping burned areas viewed in Landsat data, a hybrid contextual algorithm was used as a second phase to improve the delimitation of burned patches based on logistic regression analysis [23]. Contextual shadow information was evaluated for building detection by combining high resolution images and LiDAR data [25]. A practical method was proposed to discriminate clouds from snow through combining spectral reflectance with spatial–temporal contextual information [27].

Inspired by Li’s spatial contextual analysis categories [20], we divided spatial contextual techniques into four categories: (1) probabilistic graphical models (PGM); (2) texture information extraction; (3) image segmentation and object-based image analysis (OBIA); and (4) geospatial information analysis techniques. PGM techniques such as Markov random fields (MRF) [19,29] and conditional random fields (CRF) [30] are standard techniques for considering context in classification processes. Texture describes the spatial arrangement of repetitions of tones, and is often used to quantify the variability of pixels in a neighborhood. For example, Pacifici utilized multi-scale texture analysis to produce over 190 textual features for urban land use classification [12]. Spatial contextual information has been incorporated in the image segmentation process, with each segment containing spatially contiguous and homogenous pixels. Region-growing segmentation methods like the fractal net evolution approach (FNEA) are prevalent in the fields of photogrammetry and remote sensing [31]. Moreover, in the group of geospatial information analysis techniques, spatial autocorrelation metrics, such as Moran’s Index and Getis statistic have been used as textural features for image classification [32]. LISA measures [14] and lacunarity [33,34] are also considered important components for OBIA classification procedures. These four categories of spatial contextual techniques make up a large body of related literature: research applying various extraction approaches to generate different kinds of needed contextual information.

However, there are multiple disadvantages in these conventional contextual techniques. To begin with, most of those contextual analysis approaches are pixel-based, and therefore ignore the relationship information between objects in OBIA. In addition, some geographical knowledge based approaches only extract limited amounts of contextual information. For instance, the use of only lacunarity is insufficient for classification in some circumstances [35].
Current studies have highlighted a new process, the multi-scale spatial contextual information extraction approach, which synthesizes spatial contextual information and multi-scale segmentation techniques. Binaghi introduced a cognitive–pyramidal extraction method for contextual information by employing a set of concentric windows at different scales around the target element [21]. Binaghi’s findings suggest that contextual information extraction should require considerably larger windows than those employed in traditional digital image classification studies with a $3 \times 3$ matrix of pixels [36]. Bruzzone proposed a multi-level context feature extraction module for classification by exploiting hierarchical multi-level segmentation structures [37]. Hofmann demonstrated a methodology of detecting informal settlements from QuickBird data based on ontology; in this methodology, contextual information was derived from generating two segmentation levels [38]. Johnson utilized superobject variables from coarser segmentations to improve classification accuracy [39]. Han used a similar approach [40], and improved this process further by creating a five-level segmentation to calculate both spectral and textural metrics [41]. All these methodologies extracted contextual information based on multi-scale objects; however, the means used for quantifying spatial contextual information were still simple. For example, most of them chose mean spectral value of superobjects and topological relationship as contextual information.

A previous study proposed using landscape analysis and satellite image annotation for discriminating settlement and industrial areas [35]. In contrast, in this paper, we apply this method to differentiate between two types of rural settlements and we have made improvements to the method by using multi-resolution segmentation (MRS) algorithm and two-level segmentation structure. Although landscape metrics were not originally designed for such classification, landscape analysis could be a simple and effective means of quantifying spatial contextual features for classification. In addition, a variety of landscape metrics could be chosen to characterize contextual behavior. This shows the significance of integrating landscape analysis with a multi-scale contextual information extraction approach in classification applications.

New-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements show different landscape characteristics at the community scale (Figure 2). These heterogeneous landscape characteristics can be described by landscape metrics as particular spatial units, that is, as land use units or landscape units [35]. Thus, landscape metrics contain the spatial contextual information of different land use objects, and therefore landscape metrics have the potential to be integrated into object-based classification.

**Figure 2.** New-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements show different landscape characteristics. Based on the multi-level segmentation, we can identify settlement rooftops from a finer scale, while we can discriminate different settlement communities from a coarse scale.
In this paper, to discriminate different types of rural settlements, we present a novel approach for extracting spatial contextual information by combining hierarchical multi-scale segmentation and landscape analysis, thereby achieving the following objectives:

1. Create a two-level hierarchical segmentation (a finer scale and a coarser scale) using Gaofen 2 (GF-2) data to identify different LULC features. For example, detailed LULC features such as rooftops, houses, roads, and farmlands can be identified from the finer scale, and LULC feature aggregations such as settlement communities, forests, and agriculture fields can be identified from the coarser scale.

2. Derive a land cover map at the finer scale using traditional spectral and geometrical features. Furthermore, use this map to enable landscape contextual information extraction by building a vertical connection between subobjects (that is, the segments of detailed LULC features) and superobjects (the segments that they are located within).

3. Assign landscape metric information to subobjects, and undertake a second classification incorporating only multi-scale landscape contextual information.

The aim of this study is to establish an approach which completely exploits the contextual information in OBIA and discriminates between new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements with satisfactory accuracy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Longxiang subdistrict is selected as the study area and is located in Tongxiang County, Zhejiang Province (120°30′55″E, 30°40′30″W, Figure 3). Longxiang subdistrict has an area of 39.83 km², and represents a typical rural environment in the Yangtze River Delta. It has a subtropical climate with a clear monsoonal character and four distinct seasons [42]. The annual average temperature and total annual precipitation are approximately 16.5 °C and 1246.7 mm, respectively. Due to the excellent climate and soil conditions, this place has an ideal environment for grain production. Since the 2000, many land exploitation, consolidation, and rehabilitation projects have taken place in this district. Therefore, Longxiang subdistrict study site contains a large number of new-fashioned rural settlements and old-fashioned settlements.

![Figure 3](image_url). The study area Longxiang subdistrict is a typical rural region in Zhejiang Province, and a GF-2 image of study area subset is showed in true color.
2.2. Data and Preprocessing

Besides those frequently-used Very High Resolution (VHR) Imagery (e.g., IKONOS, QuickBird and WorldView), Chinese Gaofen Satellites (GF-1 and GF-2) are regarded as suitable inputs in LULC application [43–45]. In this research, PMS sensor imagery of GF-2 satellite was selected. The PMS imagery includes four multispectral bands (MSS) with a spatial resolution of 3.2 m, and a panchromatic band (PAN) in sub-metric resolution of 0.8 m. This image was acquired on 22 July 2016, with a cloud-free and haze-free atmospheric condition for the whole coverage, thus there was no need for atmospheric correction in the preprocessing step. The MSS image and PAN image were orthorectified into the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection system, and fused using Gram–Schmidt pan-sharpening method in ENVI (v5.1, Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA, 2014). Eventually, the fused image of 0.8 m spatial resolution was used in the following classification process. The study area was then extracted using the boundary of Longxiang.

GF-2 is the first Chinese satellite with sub-metric spatial resolution for civil use, and provides a good image quality with fine spatial resolution (subset image data contains 13,000 × 10,000 pixels). Except those original multispectral bands, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was also applied. Ancillary datum was collected in this study in the form of land-use planning maps (provided by the Institute of Zhejiang Land Surveying and Planning) for rural villages, and was employed at the accuracy assessment step. This map was derived by visual interpretation of 0.5-m spatial resolution aerial photography and corrected by ground survey.

2.3. Methodology

The overall framework of this research is shown in Figure 4. Following preprocessing and pan-sharpening, a finer scale and a coarser scale segmentation were conducted, respectively, on a GF-2 image. Through feature selection and cross validation, the optimal features and parameters were obtained. Only traditional spectral and geometrical features were integrated into this classification phase, in order to get a preliminary LULC map using the finer scale segments. Subsequently, a vertical connection was built between superobjects and subobjects, and landscape metrics were calculated based on the preliminary LULC map. The vertical connection was utilized for assigning landscape contextual information to subobjects. A final classification phase was conducted by using only multi-scale contextual information to discriminate the two types of rural settlements. In order to verify whether the proposed method effectively improved classification accuracy, this study used a conventional top-down hierarchical classification scheme for comparison.

2.3.1. Classification Schema

Based on visual investigation throughout the whole remote sensing image subset, a three-level hierarchical classification scheme was developed (Table 1). In the first level, land cover land use classes were classified into two major types: artificial and non-artificial surface materials. Next, these materials were subdivided into seven categories: water bodies (including rivers, ponds, and streams); vegetation (including farmland, woodland, and shrubs); bare soil; industrial warehouse (mainly blue metal rooftops); asphalt; high-albedo impervious surface; and low-albedo rooftops. Normally, low albedo impervious surfaces (ISAL) include low-albedo rooftops and asphalt roads. Low-albedo rooftops and asphalt could be distinguished successfully at Level 2 because they have different geometrical features (compactness, shape index, and density). The rooftop material in rural areas was mainly clay, and low-albedo rooftops dominated all rural settlements. In the third level, high-albedo impervious surfaces were subdivided into concrete (mainly country roads) and greenhouse by using traditional attributes. Low-albedo rooftops were subdivided into new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements by using the novel discrimination approach proposed in this paper. Figure 5 presents some examples of LULC cover types throughout the rural area.
**Figure 4.** Flow chart of the classification framework in this paper including two-level segmentation, contextual information extraction, classification and comparison method.

**Figure 5.** Example of LULC cover types throughout the rural area: (a) greenhouse; (b,c) represent the new-fashioned rural settlements; (d) industrial warehouse; (e,f) represent the old-fashioned rural settlements examples.

**Table 1.** Three-level category schema in the classification approach of this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-artificial</td>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>Low-albedo rooftops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>New-fashioned rural settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bare soil</td>
<td>Old-fashioned rural settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>High-albedo impervious surface</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial warehouse</td>
<td>Greenhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asphalt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2. Two-Level Segmentation

After image preprocessing, segmentation algorithm was operated twice in two-level scales, generating finer and coarser scale objects (segments). In this paper, the wide-use multi-resolution segmentation algorithm (MRS) was adopted using eCognition® software package (v9.0, Trimble Germany GmbH, Munich, Germany, 2014) [16]. MRS is also known as Fractal Net Evolution Approach (FNEA), which is based on region growing methods and three homogeneity criteria: scale parameter, shape, and compactness [46]. Optimum segmentation parameters were usually obtained by subjective manual trial-and-error test. However, in our two-level segmentation framework, an objective method named Estimation of Scale Parameter (ESP) 2 tool [47] was used to identify the candidate scale parameters. The ESP2 tool iteratively generates objects at multiple scale levels in fixed step sizes and calculates the local variance (LV) in each scale. The rates of change of LV (ROC-LV) were plotted against the corresponding scales in Figure 6. Based on this plot diagram, the peaks of the curve indicate appropriate scale parameters for segmentation [48,49]. The scale of 115 appeared promising as the first sharp break in ROC-LV curve after continuous and abrupt decay. As a result, we set 115 as the finer segmentation scale. After visual judgment on candidate scales around 500, we chose 465 as the coarser scale. Dotted vertical lines indicated the optimal scale parameters in Figure 6.

Shape and color criteria were set equally as 0.5, because we wanted to treat spectral and geometrical information equally. Both smoothness and compactness weights were set equally as 0.5, because we wanted to extract both compact and non-compact land cover features. These four equal parameters were tested, and found suitable for both artificial and non-artificial features. Four multispectral bands of GF-2 data and NDVI were used as the input raster layers for segmentation procedure, which were assigned equal weights of 1.

![ESP result plot diagram. Local variance (LV, black circles and gray line) and rates of change of LV (ROC-LV, black triangles and black line) is plotted against corresponding scale. Grey dotted vertical lines indicate the optimal scale parameters selected.](image)

2.3.3. Preliminary Classification

Land-cover classification was performed on the finer scale segmentation result, extracting preliminary LULC features throughout the whole study area. Based on the three-level hierarchical classification scheme, water body, vegetation, bare soil, industrial warehouse, asphalt, concrete, greenhouse, and low albedo impervious surface rooftop were identified by Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [50]. The SVM is a common supervised learning algorithm which establishes a classification hyperplane as the decision curved surface. SVM has been demonstrated to provide reliable performance in many remote sensing classification problems [50]. In the feature selection step,
a wrapper method in Weka software (v3.8, University of Waikato, New Zealand, 2016) was adopted to identify significant features of optimal class separation [42]. The Weka wrapper tool evaluated attribute sets by using a learning scheme. Cross validation was used to estimate the accuracies for every set of attributes [51]. Eventually, mean values and standard deviation of all image bands, brightness, Max. Diff., NDVI, geometrical features (compactness, shape index, and density) were selected as the optimal feature subset in SVM classifier. All these features were normalized before classification procedure. A SVM Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel was applied using the optimal parameters (the gamma value and penalty parameter) obtained from LIBSVM [52]. LIBSVM tool employed five-fold cross-validation to evaluate the accuracies of the learning scheme for each set. SVM has showed additional robustness to small data samples [50]. In this study. Only 300 segments were collected as samples in the classification phase. The two-level segmentation generated approximately 25,000 image objects at the finer scale of 115. As a result, approximately 1.2% of the whole image objects were used in SVM classifier. Table 2 summarized classification objects, attributes, and method of this entire three-level classification framework.

Table 2. Description of the classification objects, attributes, and method in preliminary classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Classification Objects</th>
<th>Classification Attributes</th>
<th>Classification Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Artificial and non-artificial surface</td>
<td>Brightness, Layer mean, Max. Diff., Standard deviation</td>
<td>SVM RBF with optimal parameter obtained from cross-validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Subdivide artificial surface into three subclasses, i.e., low-albedo rooftops, high-albedo impervious surface, industrial warehouse and asphalt</td>
<td>Compactness, Shape index, Density, NDVI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Subdivide non-artificial surface into three subclasses, i.e., water bodies, vegetation, bare soil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subdivide high-albedo impervious surface into two subclasses, i.e., concrete, greenhouse</td>
<td>Landscape metrics acted as contextual information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subdivide low-albedo rooftops into two subclasses, i.e., new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.4. Vertical Connection and Landscape Metrics Calculation

As mentioned previously in the segmentation operation, a two-level hierarchy was produced in which segments generated at the finer scale were nested inside objects generated at the coarser scale. This multi-resolution segmentation followed the region-merging algorithm; therefore, vertically connected objects (superobjects and subobjects) should obey the spatial rules that a subobject from a finer scale be entirely within its superobject and that subobjects cannot extend beyond the boundary of their superobjects. The spatial join tool in ArcGIS (v10.1, Esri Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) was used for building vertical connections between superobjects and subobjects. Based on the preliminary classification result, we calculated landscape metrics using FRAGSTATS software [53]. Therefore, in the landscape metrics calculation step, segments from the coarser scale were regarded as spatial landscape units, and all the metrics were computed at the landscape level for each landscape unit. Landscape metrics that characterize the properties of area, shape, edge, aggregation, and diversity were collected into feature spaces for classification. The percentage of landscape (PLAND) of each LULC type, patch density (PD), edge density (ED), landscape shape index (LSI), and Shannon’s diversity index (SHDI) were calculated in our approach. Once these landscape statistics were derived, vertical connection was employed, and eventually the subobjects from the finer scale (that is, segments generated using a scale parameter of 115) were assigned the landscape statistics of their superobjects from the coarser scale (segments generated using a scale parameter of 465). All subobjects of low-albedo rooftops which contained the superobjects’ landscape metrics were employed in the subsequent discrimination process.

2.3.5. Discrimination between New-Fashioned and Old-Fashioned Rural Settlements

In this classification procedure, only landscape metric statistics were used as input features in SVM classification. These landscape metrics acted as the contextual information for subobjects. The RBF
kernel was applied, again using the optimal parameters. A subset of 70 low-albedo rooftop samples were selected from the 300 segments examples in preliminary classification, including 35 samples of old-fashioned settlement and 36 samples of new-fashioned settlement. The final result was that all low-albedo rooftop objects were subdivided into two subclasses: new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements. Thus, nine artificial and non-artificial LULC classes (water bodies; vegetation; bare soil; concrete; greenhouse; industrial warehouse; and asphalt, new-fashioned, and old-fashioned rural settlements) were represented in the final map at the finer scale.

2.3.6. Comparison Method: Top-Down Hierarchical Classification

To provide a comparison, this study also implemented another method to distinguish between these two settlement types. Based on the land cover map derived from the preliminary classification result, a top-down approach was applied.

The same examples used in contextual information classification were selected again, and then the SVM was used to further distinguish new-fashioned and old-fashioned settlements. Compared with the discrimination method using multi-scale contextual information, this top-down classification approach only utilized single-scale object features. The identical features in the preliminary classification step were reimported into the SVM classifier. We found that the new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements were different in compactness and density attributes. Therefore, though only to a certain extent, settlements could be divided into separate categories by applying this method.

2.3.7. Accuracy Assessment and Comparison

In this paper, the proposed classification framework utilizing multi-scale landscape contextual information was compared to a top-down classification approach with single-scale object properties. Accuracy assessments were conducted on the final classification maps (scale 115), with a total of 1520 randomly selected segments for construction of the error matrix. A visual interpretation was conducted to confirm whether the selected segments were correctly classified. During the visual interpretation, a 2016 land use planning map of rural villages was used as reference data. This map contained detailed spatial distribution for the new-fashioned rural settlements, therefore providing the exact locations of the new-fashioned settlements. Eventually, the actual distribution map for the two types of rural settlements was obtained, via visual interpretation, for accuracy assessment. Accuracy statistics, including producer accuracy (PA), user accuracy (UA), and overall accuracy (OA) were calculated based on the error matrix.

In order to compare the accuracies of the two classification results, three commonly used evaluation metrics were adopted: accuracy, precision, and recall [27,54,55]. These metrics were calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{(TP + TN)}{(TP + TN + FP + FN)} \quad (1)
\]
\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{(TP + FP)} \quad (2)
\]
\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{(TP + FN)} \quad (3)
\]

where TP: true positive, TN: true negative, FP: false positive, FN: false negative.

In this research, we regarded rural settlement subdivision as a binary classification. Thus, true positive and true negative were defined as the number of new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements correctly labeled. Precision and recall accuracies were calculated separately for new-fashioned and old-fashioned settlements. Eventually, for comparing discrimination approaches using contextual information and the top-down hierarchical framework, we calculated two accuracy values using Equation (1), four precision values using Equation (2) and four recall values using Equation (3).
3. Results

3.1. Two-Level Segmentation and Preliminary Classification Result

The classification result for the preliminary map is shown in Figure 7, with the hierarchical segmentation results. After visual examination of the output map (Figure 7), semantic meaningful objects are delineated accurately in both finer and coarser scale, and land use and land cover categories are identified successfully.

At the finer scale (115), building rooftops, grain-sunning ground, roads, parking lots, gardens, farmland, etc. can be identified, generating approximately 25,000 image objects. At the coarser scale (465), settlement aggregates, forests, agricultural fields, etc. can be identified, generating over 1600 image objects. This segmentation result is fully consistent with expectations of the classification framework shown in Figure 2. The preliminary classification result was used in the accuracy assessment step conducted on the final map.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Output map from SVM classifier in preliminary classification phase, for the whole study area (a); some subset examples for segmentation result in coarser (b) and finer scale (c).

3.2. Accuracy Assessment on the Final Map

Based on visual assessment, new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements can be discriminated effectively by using the proposed method. The confusion matrix of the final map is shown in Table 3. Over 1500 segments are randomly collected, with no less than 270 objects, in two types of rural settlements. Because this study focuses on rural areas, over 300 vegetation segments are collected. In summary, these randomly selected objects show the typical characteristics of LULC distribution in rural regions.

We find the new-fashioned settlement type has the highest producer accuracy (PA) value of 96.15%. The PA of the old-fashioned settlement type is greater than 90%. The industrial warehouse type has the highest value of user accuracy (UA). Vegetation and water bodies have relatively high UA values of 96.47% and 91.15%, respectively. Both new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlement types have UAs greater than 80%. Hence, settlement areas are classified successfully, with all PA and UA over 80%.
Table 3. The error matrix for the final map. In total, we selected 1520 randomly segments for construction of the error matrix, and no less than 270 objects for two types of rural settlements each were collected. PA: producer accuracy, UA: user accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>Reference Class</th>
<th>Water Bodies</th>
<th>Bare Soil</th>
<th>Old-Fashioned Settlement</th>
<th>Asphalt</th>
<th>Vegetation</th>
<th>Industrial Warehouse</th>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>New-Fashioned Settlement</th>
<th>Greenhouse</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare soil</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old-fashioned settlement</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial warehouse</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New-fashioned settlement</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.40%</td>
<td>72.28%</td>
<td>92.43%</td>
<td>92.45%</td>
<td>84.79%</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
<td>80.83%</td>
<td>96.15%</td>
<td>89.87%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.15%</td>
<td>78.49%</td>
<td>82.11%</td>
<td>77.78%</td>
<td>96.47%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>88.18%</td>
<td>83.03%</td>
<td>83.53%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.04%</td>
<td>78.49%</td>
<td>82.11%</td>
<td>77.78%</td>
<td>96.47%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>88.18%</td>
<td>83.03%</td>
<td>83.53%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We notice that the PA for bare soil and the UA of asphalt are the two lowest of all classification accuracy results, at 72.28% and 77.78%, respectively. Some bare soil cover in the reference group was misclassified as concrete, and vice versa, leading to decreases in both the PA of bare soil and the UA of concrete. Some asphalt is misclassified as settlements. This is because the spectral characteristics of bare soil and concrete, and of asphalt and settlement rooftops, are similar [17]. Some vegetation cover is misclassified as settlements because these areas are located around buildings and contaminated by shadows. This shadow effect can also lead to misclassification between water bodies and settlements and between concrete and settlements [56].

3.3. Accuracy Comparison

Visual comparison between the two classified maps in Figure 8 shows that the classification approach using contextual information produces relatively improved correspondence between the discrimination result and real conditions. By utilizing contextual information about landscape, new-fashioned rural settlement areas in modern communities are extracted successfully, and scattered old-fashioned settlement areas are detected precisely at the same time. Even in some mixed scenarios of these two different settlement types, multi-scale contextual information has provided valuable spatial information in classification and improved accuracy. However, using a top-down hierarchical classification and conventional single-scale object features, the spatial distribution of the new-fashioned and old-fashioned settlements still remains mixed in some communities.

Figure 8. The discrimination results by using contextual information (a) and top-down hierarchical approach (b). The black arrows indicate that some communities can be discriminated accurately by utilizing contextual information, while by using conventional single-scale object features, these two types of settlements remain mixed. Some subset examples are collected on the final map: (c) aggregation of new-fashioned settlement; (d) example of old-fashioned settlement, and mixed scenario of these two types (e) and (f); the land-use planning map of rural villages as reference data is showed in (e,f).
To further quantitatively assess the accuracy of these two classification results, accuracy, precision, and recall values were evaluated for each approach (Table 4). The multi-scale contextual information approach has achieved good balance between precision and recall, with the highest precision value for old-fashioned rural settlements at 98.09%, indicating that over 98% of the detection results are truly old-fashioned settlements. The lowest value is found in the recall of new-fashioned rural settlements using the top-down hierarchical framework, at 77.83%. In other words, 22.17% of the actual new-fashioned rural settlements in the image are detected as the old-fashioned type. Eventually, our proposed method achieved higher overall discrimination accuracy, at 96.40%. In contrast, the traditional method achieved a lower accuracy of 82.60%.

Table 4. Quantitative comparison of the proposed method and the top-down hierarchical framework. The error matrix and evaluation metrics including accuracy, precision, and recall values for each approach are showed. Old-fashioned: the old-fashioned rural settlement, new-fashioned: the new-fashioned rural settlement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Multi-Scale Contextual Information Classification</th>
<th>Top-Down Hierarchical Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference Class</td>
<td>Old-Fashioned</td>
<td>New-Fashioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted Class</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>New-fashioned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Criteria</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>98.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>95.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>96.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

4.1. Multi-Scale Contextual Information and Rural Settlement Subdivision

In this paper, we explored a novel multi-scale contextual information extraction technique to generate landscape features for representing the landscape characteristics of different types of rural settlements. Current research indicates a trend towards methodologies with a cognitive pyramid [21], ontology using multi-level segmentation [38] and superobject metrics [39]. Inspired by Li’s spatial contextual analysis categories [20], we categorized these spatial contextual analyses as multi-scale contextual information techniques. Multi-scale contextual information has the potential to provide valuable information in image classification, and this technique can be adapted for rural settlement subdivisions. Although new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements share similar characteristics of spectrum, texture, and geometry in subobjects, they show contrasting landscape characteristics in aggregates and communities in superobjects. Since new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlement communities are different in composition, morphology, location, etc., multi-scale contextual analysis can capture these heterogeneous landscape characteristics.

4.2. Landscape Metrics and Spatial Contextual Information

Landscape metrics are designed to describe heterogeneous landscape characteristics at certain spatial scales [57]. In other words, landscape metrics contain the spatial contextual information for different land use objects. Although landscape metrics were not originally designed for the classification phase of image processing, some studies have suggested and succeeded in using landscape metrics for image classification [35].

The wide range of landscape metrics available allows landscape-metrics-based contextual information to have the potential to integrate relationship information between the target object and its surroundings to its maximum capability. Thus, landscape analysis is a simple, effective, and appropriate way to model contextual behavior.
The landscape characteristics of new-fashioned rural settlement units show clear differences from those of old-fashioned settlement units. In composition, old-fashioned settlement units have diverse land cover types, such as buildings, grain-sunning grounds, gardens, and farmland. New-fashioned rural settlement units are generally dominated by artificial material such as rooftops and concrete. Morphologically, old-fashioned rural settlements are clustered while new-fashioned standardized settlement communities are neat and tidy, including only neatly arranged buildings. Consequently, new-fashioned rural settlement units and old-fashioned units show significant differences in patch number, edge, fragmentation, and diversity at the landscape level.

A variety of landscape metrics have been developed for calculating landscape patterns in geographic information technology, including metrics that describe area, edge, shape, aggregation, and diversity at the path level, class level, and landscape level. After analysis of both settlement types’ landscape characteristics, as mentioned above, we recognize that old-fashioned rural settlement units should have more patches, longer edges, and contain more types of land cover compared to new-fashioned rural settlement units. Consequently, old-fashioned settlements have higher values in patch density (PD), edge density (ED), landscape shape index (LSI), and Shannon’s diversity index (SHDI) than new-fashioned settlements, at the landscape level. Furthermore, these two settlement types should have significant differences in PLAN D values. Figure 9 shows the spectral, geometric, and contextual differences between these two types. PD, ED, LSI, SHDI, and PLAN D were calculated and collected as features in the classification phase.

However, we have not fully studied every possible landscape metric in this paper, such as perimeter–area fractal dimension (PAFRAC), effective mesh size (MESH), etc. Therefore, future research could concentrate on identifying whether there are any other metrics beneficial for classification, and which metrics are the most useful and essential features.

**Figure 9.** Feature values comparison between settlement types in spectrum (NDVI), geometry (density), and context. PLAN D VEG: the PLAN D of vegetation, PD: patch density, ED: edge density, LSI: landscape shape index, SHDI: Shannon’s diversity index. Feature values were normalized between 0 and 100.

4.3. Related Methods and Innovation

In this study, our proposed approach has been compared with a top-down hierarchical classification framework (Figure 4). The use of multi-scale contextual metrics improved the classification result when compared with the top-down technique. The differences between these two approaches highlight two aspects. Firstly, they have different classification procedures. A top-down
hierarchical classification scheme follows the top to bottom principle, in which the classification of the next level is based on the results from an upper level. In contrast, the proposed approach only needs classifier algorithms at a finer scale. Secondly, these two methods adopt different features at the classification phase. The top-down framework adopts conventional object features such as spectral, textual, spatial, and geometrical information. In this new approach, we use spatial contextual information generated by a multi-scale segmentation algorithm with landscape analysis metrics.

Compared with traditional pixel-based contextual information such as MRF [19] and lacunarity [34], the object-based contextual information extraction method using multi-scale segmentation in this paper is novel. Conventional pixel-based contextual extraction methods ignore the relationship information among objects in OBIA, and few of them take geographical knowledge into consideration. Hence, some of them fail to describe all kinds of geographic characteristics in classification, with insufficient geographic information extracted. For example, the use of only lacunarity is insufficient for extracting some LULC types in rural areas [35].

Compared with related studies on multi-level context, the major difference between this approach and previous research is that we have employed landscape metrics as attributes in classification rather than traditional spectral, textural, or topological spatial relationship information from superobjects [39,41]. Landscape analysis is a simple and effective way to quantify contextual characteristics for classification. Moreover, a variety of landscape metrics can be used to characterize contextual behavior.

Geographic object-based image analysis with ontology is a similar approach to ours, because it includes the possibility of expressing spatial context [58]. Similar contextual metrics of spatial relationships (composition, morphology, and location) can be described ontologically. On the other hand, there are additional various landscape analysis metrics, which can describe all kinds of landscape characteristics, such as LSI, SHDI, and other aggregation and diversity properties. In our study, landscape analysis generated sufficient geographic spatial information for classification. This suggests that landscape features can completely use relationship information among objects.

Another similar method is the tile-level annotation technique of satellite images. In those image annotation techniques, each image is tiled into rectangular patches for labeling [59–61]. In previous work, chessboard segmentation and landscape analysis have been tested in classification of settlement and industrial areas [35]. Landscape features are calculated based on rectangular squares created by chessboard segmentation. However, rectangular patches and chessboard segmentation are not the most suitable techniques for acquiring land use units or landscape units (such as new-fashioned rural settlement units and old-fashioned units) at different scales. The scale problem and the boundary problem are inevitable and lead to decreasing accuracy. To address this problem, we have applied multi-scale segmentation and multi-resolution segmentation algorithms to generate segments at two levels. By using this approach, land use units at different spatial scales can be delineated successfully. We think the multi-level framework with multi-resolution segmentation is a more appropriate approach to generate multi-scale contextual information.

4.4. Scale Effect and Boundary Problem

In our approach, it is crucial to generate a set of superobjects at the landscape level for calculating landscape features, because these superobjects at the coarser scale are regarded as settlement landscape units, that is, new-fashioned and old-fashioned rural settlements units. We chose the multi-resolution segmentation algorithm since it follows from the region-merging algorithm. However, the boundaries of superobjects at the landscape level may not coincide with the corresponding settlement landscape units in the real world. For instance, a patch or just a single building from one settlement community may extend beyond the boundary of the superobject, causing so-called scale problems and boundary problems [62]. Unfortunately, these scale and boundary problems have not been completely solved. In our two-level segmentation framework, we have used the multi-resolution segmentation algorithm and an objective method, the ESP tool, to identify two candidate scale parameters. Compared to
tile-level image annotation techniques, this approach is more appropriate for obtaining landscape units at different scales. However, uncertainties still exist in the entire segmentation framework and further research is essential. Therefore, technical improvements in the performance of segmentation methods for delineating landscape units are still required.

5. Conclusions

The work on discriminating old-fashioned from new-fashioned rural settlements provides valuable information on monitoring LULC dynamic patterns caused by China’s “new countryside” policy. Our research provides a novel spatial contextual information extraction method to subdivide different types of rural settlements. This approach integrates hierarchical multi-scale segmentation and landscape statistics. The framework includes a two-level multi-resolution segmentation. A vertical connection was built to link superobjects and subobjects, and landscape metrics information was calculated based on the preliminary classification result. These landscape features were regarded as spatial contextual information, and adopted in the final classification phase for discriminating two types of rural settlements.

Improved classification accuracy occurred using multi-scale contextual information compared to a conventional top-down classification framework. The result showed that landscape metrics generated by two-level segmentation could provide valuable information in image classification. This highlights that landscape metrics information can be used to characterize spatial contextual information for different settlement types. Our approach shows the practicability, applicability, and effectiveness of the entire procedure.

Compared to the spectral information and topological relationship information widely used in conventional multi-scale contextual approaches, landscape analysis is a simple and effective way to quantify contextual characteristics. With a variety of landscape metrics to select from, depending on the user’s objectives, this synthesized approach has the advantage of making full use of relationship information among segments of OBIA.

Future research may focus on testing this approach in other types of environments (urban areas, wetlands, etc.) and on discriminating other LULC types (commercial building, industrial construction, etc.). In addition, more segmentation methods should be tested and improved for delineating landscape units at various scales and of irregular sizes and shapes. Moreover, it is necessary to explore more features for modeling contextual behavior, and other potential landscape metrics should be investigated.
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